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Overview

-

Overview

• How to claim retention money under Security of Payment 
Legislation in NSW,QLD, ACT, SA and VIC?

• Tips and Traps in Contracts

• How to identify “Pay when Paid” provisions and claim 
release of retention money
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The main goal of the Act is to make sure that any person who carries out construction work or supplied related goods and services gets paid.The way that the Act does this is to provide a statutory entitlement to payment alongside any entitlement to payment under the contract.The Act has been described as a “dual railroad track system” one track is the fast track process of the Act.  The other track is the dispute resolution procedure under the contract.But Act and contract run in parallel. If the contract lacks teeth for the claimant, the Act fills the gap and gives the entitlement of the contractor some real bite.Where the contract may require dispute meetings and court proceedings before payment can be made, the Act provides a fast track interim solution where a disputed claim for payment can be decided by an adjudicator.The Act does not take away from the rights of the parties to have a fight in court where there is a dispute. The decision of the Adjudicator is not a final and binding determination on the parties.The decision leaves the ultimate dispute under the contract alive. The approach of the Act is that is provides a pay now argue later  process. 



Claiming Retention under SOP

Claiming Retention Money at Practical Completion

• Generally Contracts provide the following:

50% of retention money held will be released at 
practical completion with balance to be released 
after expiry of defects liability period

• Claim for 50% of retention included in last progress 
claim after practical completion
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The Act has a number of applications and consequencs.Its about abut reality testing expectations. This can happen in at least two stages of the process.The first reality test takes place when you prepare the claim knowing that you may have a dispute on your hands. It may be a variation claim. You did extra work, outside the scope of the contract, you received an instruction or least you thought you did, the extra work has cost you more money, you want to be paid.You may think that you have a great case, but when you put it together and start dotting all the eyes and crossing the t’s and put it out in the sun, the claim may not be all that good, you cant find the instruction, there is a question regarding the scope and you then actually find the  contract says that you have a time bar and you are out of time.The process of process of preparation if done properly will mean testing what you have done and assessing the  merits of the claim which will in many cases mean that you have to reassess your expectations of what can be reasonably achieved. Its about testing what you are saying.That’s the first round of reality testing.The second way is once you get your determination.As a claimant you think that you have ticked all the boxes for the claim before it is submitted, but the Adjudicator knocks you back because in his view there was no evidence that the work was in addition to the scope. Although not final and determinative of all the issues the determination of the adjudicator is a very helpful smell test because an independent third party has looked at the documents and arguments and has at least superficially formed a view which a court could also form some time in the future. This is very important from a Respondents point of view because if the Claimant gets up is there any points in the Respondent taking it further.The Act serves a very useful purpose as it forces the plays to closely look at their positions and rethink their expectations.. Decisions of Adjudicators can lead to resolutions and settlements simply by having a third party look at it



Expiry of Defects Liability Period :
NSW, ACT & SA

Claiming Retention Money after expiry of DLP

• Final Claim under Contract?

• No specific provisions in relation to final payment claims 
in Security of Payment Legislation NSW, ACT & SA

• General time limit for progress claims apply (s13(4) NSW, 
s10(2) ACT and s 13(4) SA ) being the later of:

 period determined by terms of contract; or

 12 months (or 6 months in SA) after the construction 
work to which the claim relates was last carried out
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The Act has a number of applications and consequencs.Its about abut reality testing expectations. This can happen in at least two stages of the process.The first reality test takes place when you prepare the claim knowing that you may have a dispute on your hands. It may be a variation claim. You did extra work, outside the scope of the contract, you received an instruction or least you thought you did, the extra work has cost you more money, you want to be paid.You may think that you have a great case, but when you put it together and start dotting all the eyes and crossing the t’s and put it out in the sun, the claim may not be all that good, you cant find the instruction, there is a question regarding the scope and you then actually find the  contract says that you have a time bar and you are out of time.The process of process of preparation if done properly will mean testing what you have done and assessing the  merits of the claim which will in many cases mean that you have to reassess your expectations of what can be reasonably achieved. Its about testing what you are saying.That’s the first round of reality testing.The second way is once you get your determination.As a claimant you think that you have ticked all the boxes for the claim before it is submitted, but the Adjudicator knocks you back because in his view there was no evidence that the work was in addition to the scope. Although not final and determinative of all the issues the determination of the adjudicator is a very helpful smell test because an independent third party has looked at the documents and arguments and has at least superficially formed a view which a court could also form some time in the future. This is very important from a Respondents point of view because if the Claimant gets up is there any points in the Respondent taking it further.The Act serves a very useful purpose as it forces the plays to closely look at their positions and rethink their expectations.. Decisions of Adjudicators can lead to resolutions and settlements simply by having a third party look at it



Final Claims NSW and ACT

Practical Completion End of DLP

Question of Works performed during DLP?

12 months
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Defects Liability Period 
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Let me tell you about what the Act is not.Let me dispel some of the myths.Not about guaranteeing payment Although the Act talks about security it is a misnomer to think that the Act is about guaranteed payment.The Act does not guarantee the payment of money into the Act. The Act provides a process for recovery and enforcement of an entitlement. It  wont secure payment or put money in the bank.Not always inexpensiveUsing the Act is not necessarily an inexpensive option. There are costs in preparing claims and responses under the Act. In NSW some of the larger companies have dedicated staff dealing with Security of payment claims, particularly builders who received many payment claims under the Act on a daily basis.This means additional management and staff costs. But there are other costs directly associated for example with claims preparation. Depending on the size and complexity of the matter, it may be necessary for lawyers, or claims consultants or experts to be engaged. I must say in NSW and Queensland where I have also worked and dare I say the other states, a whole industry has developed to support the preparation of claims and defences to SOPA matters. There are costs involved in claims preparation and in each activity in the process and these costs can be significant.Not always easy to applyWhen you read the Act it seems simple enough. The Act is not long, appears logical with each step set out.But the Act does not cover all issues that may arise. 



Expiry of Defects Liability Period -QLD

Claiming Retention Money after expiry of DLP

• Specific timeframes for final payment claim s 17A(3) 
being the later of:

 period worked out under the contract; 

 28 days after the end of the last defects liability 
period, if any, worked out under the contract;

 6 months after completion of all construction work 
to be carried out under the construction contract.
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The Act has a number of applications and consequencs.Its about abut reality testing expectations. This can happen in at least two stages of the process.The first reality test takes place when you prepare the claim knowing that you may have a dispute on your hands. It may be a variation claim. You did extra work, outside the scope of the contract, you received an instruction or least you thought you did, the extra work has cost you more money, you want to be paid.You may think that you have a great case, but when you put it together and start dotting all the eyes and crossing the t’s and put it out in the sun, the claim may not be all that good, you cant find the instruction, there is a question regarding the scope and you then actually find the  contract says that you have a time bar and you are out of time.The process of process of preparation if done properly will mean testing what you have done and assessing the  merits of the claim which will in many cases mean that you have to reassess your expectations of what can be reasonably achieved. Its about testing what you are saying.That’s the first round of reality testing.The second way is once you get your determination.As a claimant you think that you have ticked all the boxes for the claim before it is submitted, but the Adjudicator knocks you back because in his view there was no evidence that the work was in addition to the scope. Although not final and determinative of all the issues the determination of the adjudicator is a very helpful smell test because an independent third party has looked at the documents and arguments and has at least superficially formed a view which a court could also form some time in the future. This is very important from a Respondents point of view because if the Claimant gets up is there any points in the Respondent taking it further.The Act serves a very useful purpose as it forces the plays to closely look at their positions and rethink their expectations.. Decisions of Adjudicators can lead to resolutions and settlements simply by having a third party look at it



Expiry of Defects Liability Period -VIC

Claiming Retention Money after expiry of DLP

• Specific timeframes for final payment claim s 9(2) and  
S 14 (5) being :

 period determined by the terms of the contract; 

 3 months after the reference date specified in 
s9(2);

 S 9(2)(d) – reference date for final payment on date 
immediately following expiry of defects liability 
period or issue of a certificate specifying the final 
amount payable under the contract
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The Act has a number of applications and consequencs.Its about abut reality testing expectations. This can happen in at least two stages of the process.The first reality test takes place when you prepare the claim knowing that you may have a dispute on your hands. It may be a variation claim. You did extra work, outside the scope of the contract, you received an instruction or least you thought you did, the extra work has cost you more money, you want to be paid.You may think that you have a great case, but when you put it together and start dotting all the eyes and crossing the t’s and put it out in the sun, the claim may not be all that good, you cant find the instruction, there is a question regarding the scope and you then actually find the  contract says that you have a time bar and you are out of time.The process of process of preparation if done properly will mean testing what you have done and assessing the  merits of the claim which will in many cases mean that you have to reassess your expectations of what can be reasonably achieved. Its about testing what you are saying.That’s the first round of reality testing.The second way is once you get your determination.As a claimant you think that you have ticked all the boxes for the claim before it is submitted, but the Adjudicator knocks you back because in his view there was no evidence that the work was in addition to the scope. Although not final and determinative of all the issues the determination of the adjudicator is a very helpful smell test because an independent third party has looked at the documents and arguments and has at least superficially formed a view which a court could also form some time in the future. This is very important from a Respondents point of view because if the Claimant gets up is there any points in the Respondent taking it further.The Act serves a very useful purpose as it forces the plays to closely look at their positions and rethink their expectations.. Decisions of Adjudicators can lead to resolutions and settlements simply by having a third party look at it



Tips and Traps in Contracts
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1. Bank Guarantees cannot be claimed under SOP;

2. Make sure that the Contract provides for a final claim after expiry of Defects 

Liability Period;

3. Recourse against security terms must be reasonable – retention money should 

be security for performance and rectification of defects - not a source of 

cashflow for the Head Contractor;

4. What happens to retention money at Termination for Convenience ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me tell you about what the Act is not.Let me dispel some of the myths.Not about guaranteeing payment Although the Act talks about security it is a misnomer to think that the Act is about guaranteed payment.The Act does not guarantee the payment of money into the Act. The Act provides a process for recovery and enforcement of an entitlement. It  wont secure payment or put money in the bank.Not always inexpensiveUsing the Act is not necessarily an inexpensive option. There are costs in preparing claims and responses under the Act. In NSW some of the larger companies have dedicated staff dealing with Security of payment claims, particularly builders who received many payment claims under the Act on a daily basis.This means additional management and staff costs. But there are other costs directly associated for example with claims preparation. Depending on the size and complexity of the matter, it may be necessary for lawyers, or claims consultants or experts to be engaged. I must say in NSW and Queensland where I have also worked and dare I say the other states, a whole industry has developed to support the preparation of claims and defences to SOPA matters. There are costs involved in claims preparation and in each activity in the process and these costs can be significant.Not always easy to applyWhen you read the Act it seems simple enough. The Act is not long, appears logical with each step set out.But the Act does not cover all issues that may arise. 



Pay when Paid Provisions 

-

Security of Payment Legislation provides that Pay when Paid Provisions has 
no effect in relation to any payment for construction work

Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment  Act 2002 (VIC) – s 13
Building and Construction Industry (Security of Payment) Act 2009 (ACT) – s 14
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 (NSW) – s 12
Building and Construction Industry Payments  Act 2004 (QLD)– s16
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2009 (SA) – S 12

Pay when paid provision, of a construction contract means a provision of the 
contract –
…….

(c) That otherwise make the liability to pay money owing, or the due 
date for payment of money owing, contingent or dependent on the 
operation of another contract. 
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The main goal of the Act is to make sure that any person who carries out construction work or supplied related goods and services gets paid.The way that the Act does this is to provide a statutory entitlement to payment alongside any entitlement to payment under the contract.The Act has been described as a “dual railroad track system” one track is the fast track process of the Act.  The other track is the dispute resolution procedure under the contract.But Act and contract run in parallel. If the contract lacks teeth for the claimant, the Act fills the gap and gives the entitlement of the contractor some real bite.Where the contract may require dispute meetings and court proceedings before payment can be made, the Act provides a fast track interim solution where a disputed claim for payment can be decided by an adjudicator.The Act does not take away from the rights of the parties to have a fight in court where there is a dispute. The decision of the Adjudicator is not a final and binding determination on the parties.The decision leaves the ultimate dispute under the contract alive. The approach of the Act is that is provides a pay now argue later  process. 



Case Law
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Maxcon Constructions Pty Ltd v Vadasz [2018] HCA 5

• The High Court of Australia  confirmed that any contract clause 
which ties the release of retention to some event under the 
Head Contract will be a pay when paid provision under the 
Security of Payment legislation and therefore the relevant 
clause is of no effect.

• What is the practical application of the High Court’s finding?
• If your retention money clause is a “pay when paid” provision 

it will be of no effect, which means there is no longer any  
entitlement to withhold payment of retention money

• Demand early release of retention money!



Retention Money - “ Pay when Paid Provisions”
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Examples of Pay when paid provisions:
“(a)  Upon the later of the occurrence of practical completion under the 

Subcontract or practical completion under the Head Contract the 
Contractor will release 50% of Security then held to the Subcontractor. 

(b)  The Contractor will release the balance of Security held after the later to 
occur of: 
(i) expiry of the last defects liability period under the Head 

Contract; or 
(ii) delivery of a Deed of Release under sub-clause 10.16.”

or 
“50% of retention further held under the Subcontract, may be released upon 
request by the Subcontractor to the Contractor, following expiry of the last 
defects liability period under the Head Contract” 



Conclusion
• Time Limits for Final Claims

• Beware of unreasonable 
recourse terms

• Retention Money “pay  
when  paid provisions”

• Demand early payment of 
Retention Money if 
applicable

• Contact Neca Legal if you 
are unsure about your rights 
to claim retention money
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Conclusion
Further NECA Legal Services

 Building Defects and Home Warranty Insurance Claims

 Commercial and Contractual Advice

 Debt Collection

 Representation

 Security of Payment Advice (SOPA)

 Training

 Workplace Health and Safety

 Workplace Relations -13-
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Contact NECA Legal

Stafford Poyser stafford.poyser@neca.asn.au
Solicitor/Director
Jacques Nel jacques.nel@neca.asn.au
Senior Solicitor
Mobile: 0400 462 122
Marina Galatoulas   law.clerk@neca.asn.au
Junior Solicitor
Margaret Ward:        margaret.ward@neca.asn.au
Legal Secretary
Jane Button
Consultant Solicitor
Jakov Miljak
Industrial Relations Jakov.Miljak@neca.asn.au

Telephone: 
(02) 9744 1099

Facsimile:  
(02) 9744 1830

Websites: 
www.neca.asn.au
www.constructionlawyersydney.com

Contact Us
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